We define and characterize a photometric bandpass (called "Y") that is centered at 1.035 µm, in between the traditionally classified "optical" and "infrared" spectral regimes. We present Y magnitudes and Y-H and Y-K colors for a sample consisting mostly of photometric and spectral standards, spanning the spectral type range sdO to T5V. Deep molecular absorption features in the near-infrared spectra of extremely cool objects are such that the Y-H and Y-K colors grow rapidly with advancing spectral type especially from late M through mid L, substantially more rapidly than J-H or H-K which span a smaller total dynamic range. Consistent with other near-infrared colors, however, Y-H and Y-K colors turn blueward in the L6-L8 temperature range with later T-type objects having colors similar to those of warmer M and L stars. Use of the Y-band filter is nonetheless promising for easy identification of low-mass stars and brown dwarfs, especially at young ages. The slope of the interstellar reddening vector within this filter is A Y = 0.38 ×A V . Reddening moves stars nearly along the YHK dwarf color sequence making it more difficult to distinguish unambiguously very low mass candidate brown dwarf objects from higher mass stars seen, e.g. through the galactic plane or towards star-forming regions. Other diagrams involving the Y-band may be somewhat more discriminating.
Introduction
The traditional near-infrared photometric bandpasses that are observable from the ground through windows of moderate atmospheric transparency are JHKLMNQ (and their slight variants K', Ks, L', M', N1, N2, N3, etc) . This set of filters defined broadly as in Johnson (1966) , with the H-band being devised soon thereafter by Becklin and similarly the Q-band by Low, neglected to include one rather clean window through the atmosphere near 1.035 µm. This region of the electromagnetic spectrum is in between the traditional "optical" and "infrared" wavelength regimes, which are usually divided from one another based on detector technology (nowadays CCDs vs InSb or HgCdTe arrays) around 1 µm. We discuss in this paper a filter called "Y" that takes advantage of this window and has particular interest for studies of low-mass and extremely cool stars and substellar objects, i.e. brown dwarfs.
The Y filter bandpass was designed by S.E.P. and K.M. after visually inspecting the USAF's LOWTRAN (Selby & McClatchey, 1975) atmospheric transmission curve and also referring to Manducca and Bell (1979) . The half-power points of the filter were aimed at the 75% transmission points of the broad atmospheric absorption features near 0.955 and 1.112 µm. The filters were manufactured by Barr Associates (Worchester, MA). We name the filter "Y" in publication as a compromise between its current discrepant designations (X and Z as described below). Further, we choose Y to distinguish this filter from z and Z filters in use which are quantitatively different.
Nearly identical Y filters reside in the Keck Near-InfraRed Camera (NIRC, where it is called "Z") and the Palomar 60" cassegrain InfraRed Camera (P60/IRC, where it is called "X"), as well as in the Palomar 200" D-78 and D-80 cameras. At 77
• K, the Keck/NIRC filter has λ c = 1.032µm and δλ c = 0.157µm with >50% transmission from 0.965 -1.115 µm while the P60/IRC filter has λ c = 1.04µm and δλ c = 0.15µm with >50% transmission from 0.9540-1.1105 µm. The two filter profiles are nearly identical in shape with the Keck/NIRC filter 3-5% less transmissive. It was found to be difficult to produce the specified filter with peak transmission much above 70%; transmission profiles are given in Table 1 . In Figure 1 , filter transmission curves for the P60/IRC filter set are shown relative to a model of the atmosphere above Mauna Kea, produced using the program IRTRANS4 as presented on the UKIRT worldwide web pages 1 for an altitude of 4200 km assuming 1.2 mm precipitable water vapor and zenith pointing. The Y-band is a relatively clean atmospheric window, both in terms of molecular absorption ( Figure 1 ) and in terms of O 2 and OH night sky emission lines which are insignificant in the Y-band compared to J-band and H-band. Thermal background at Y-band is also insignificant.
The only other filter located in this atmospheric window is, ironically, the F1042M medium/narrowband filter in WFPC-2 aboard HST which has λ c = 1.015µm and δλ c = 0.03µm. Since the original preparation of this manuscript we have also become aware of the UFTI "Z" filter as described in Leggett et al. (2002) . This filter has half-power points at 0.851 and 1.056 µm (their Table 2 ), slightly blueward of and broader than our Y filter, and inclusive of the strong and broad atmospheric water absorption around 0.93 µm (see Figure 1 ). The optical "Gunn z" and its successor the "Sloan z" filters (Fukugita et al. 1996) as well as the "Bessel z", by contrast, are defined as long-pass filters and hence have their effective profiles determined by a rapidly falling CCD response curve towards 1 µm (Figure 1 ). The effective bandpass of these optical z filters is centered near 9250Å but can vary substantially from instrument to instrument depending on the CCD (e.g. SITe detectors vs the new red-sensitive LBNL devices as compared in NOAO Newsletter 67, p.
3).
The Y filter introduced here has a well-defined bandpass, as opposed to the long-pass optical z filters, and takes advantage of the relatively clean atmospheric window centered near 1.035 µm, in moderate contrast to the UFTI Z filter. Y-band photometry therefore should be relatively independent of the specific detector and relatively insensitive to site-to-site differences in the transparency vs wavelength and the night-to-night variability of water vapor at a given site.
The motivating forces behind the present study are the instrumental/atmospheric advantages of the 1.035 µm window just mentioned, combined with the peak brightness of cool and ultra-cool dwarfs slightly longward of 1 µm. As shown in Figure 2 , wavelengths ∼1µm represent the absolute peak in the spectral energy distributions of low-mass stars with spectral types ∼M5, and a strong local peak for stars and young brown dwarfs with spectral types >L6 (Burrows et al. 2001) . In these very late type dwarfs the atmospheric opacity redistributes flux far from expectations based on blackbody radiation (Marley et al., 1996) . Bolometric corrections become positive in the near-infrared bands, and J-H and H-K colors become bluer with decreasing effective temperature (Burrows et al., 1997) .
Our goal here is to investigate the behavior of near-infrared colors involving the Y-band as a function of spectral type, and to determine the slope of the interstellar reddening vector. Our specific interest is in assessing the utility of the Y-filter in studies of low-mass objects in star-forming regions.
Observations
Imaging observations were obtained by L.A.H. on the nights of 1999, July 30 and August 1 (UT) using the cassegrain InfraRed Camera (P60/IRC; Murphy et al. 1995) at the Palomar 60" telescope under photometric sky conditions. The instrument contains a 256×256 HgCdTe NICMOS-3 array with 40 µm pixels and produces a final platescale of 0.62"/pixel. Observations at Y (called "X" in P60/IRC), H, and K were obtained using a 9-point dither pattern centered on target with 10" separation between adjacent grid points.
Dwarf optical standard stars spanning a range of B-V color from -0.32 (spectral class O) to 2.2 (spectral type M6.5) were selected from Landolt (1992) and supplemented at the red end with late-type objects from Kirkpatrick, Henry, & McCarthy (1991 ), Tinney (1993 , Kirkpatrick, Henry, & Simons (1995) , Reid, Hawley, & Gizis (1995) , Hawley, Gizis, & Reid (1996) , Kirkpatrick et al. (1999 Kirkpatrick et al. ( , 2000 , and Burgasser et al. (2002) . The latest spectral type observed was L8V. Infrared standard stars used for calibration of the H-and Kbands were selected from Persson et al. (1998) and include both unreddened G-type stars and reddened objects of unknown spectral type. A set of 8 A0 stars was observed in order to define the instrumental offsets between the Y filter and the H and K filters. The star GSPC S813-D (Lasker et al., 1988) was used to map the atmospheric extinction curve at Y-band. Finally, a moderately reddened field (A V = 10-20 mag) in the Ophiuchus dark cloud was selected from the large area survey of Barsony et al. (1997) in order to study the interstellar extinction curve at Y-band. On 2001, September 9, some additional data for this program was obtained using the same equipment, by A. Burgasser and M. Brown, focussing on T dwarfs. Also, observations that pre-date those above were made of 6 late-M-and L-type dwarfs using the Keck I telescope and NIRC (Matthews & Soifer 1994 ) by L.A.H. and J. Carpenter on 1999 February 10 (UT). Details are given in Hillenbrand & Carpenter (2000) . Data of relevence to the present discussion were taken using a 5-point dither pattern in the Y (called "Z" in Keck/NIRC) and K filters with appropriate flat-field and dark current calibration frames also obtained.
Data Reduction
Our data reduction steps were performed within IRAF and include the standard procedures of applying a linearity correction, masking bad pixels, flat-fielding for correction of sensitivity variations across the array, sky-subtracting, and, finally, mosaicking the dither pattern to produce a final image for photometry. We describe these steps in detail for the P60/IRC observations though the same basic procedures were followed for the Keck/NIRC data.
Non-linearity of the detector array was assessed from a series of 2 to 20 second exposures of the back of the telescope's primary mirror cover taken at the end of the observing run. A central section of the array (1/4 of the total area) that is relatively defect-free was used to measure ADU vs exposure time. The count rate became significantly non-linear above 36,000 ADU, but to be safe images with a maximum pixel value above 30,000 ADU were discarded.
Below 30,000 counts the response was almost, but not quite, linear. The advertised correction (on the Palomar 60" web-page) linearizes data according to:
where xl represents linear ADU and x raw ADU. For our data, δ = 3.385 for an array speed of 1000 msec and 2.6 for a speed of 743 msec; hence integration times shorter than 5 seconds were avoided during the observations (sometimes by slightly defocussing the telescope when the observing plan called for observations of bright (<7.5) stars and integrations longer than 10 seconds preferred. Different linearization factors were examined and the correction with the lowest chi-squared relative to a linear curve was
without a dependence on integration time for EXPTIME >5 seconds. Both the magnitude of this correction and its difference from the standard correction given above are quite small.
Raw bias and flatfield frames were used to verify that the gain and readnoise of the detector were similar to the values in Murphy et al. (gain = 8e − ; readnoise = 30e − ). Bias frames were acquired as 1.365 second exposures with the filter wheel in the closed position. Ten frames were averaged after rejecting among the frames the highest and lowest value for each pixel. On each night a sequence of twilight exposures through each filter was used to construct flat field images. The minimum and maximum values for each pixel were rejected and the individual frames averaged after subtracting the bias image. The sky flat was then normalized to have an overall average value equal to unity. A bad pixel list was created based on a histogram of the normalized flatfield images by flagging all pixels below 0.65 and above 1.2. This list had considerable overlap with the advertised bad pixel list and the two lists were merged into a single bad pixel mask.
The images of astronomical targets were proccessed first by constructing sky images as averages of the 9 data frames in each dither sequence and subtracting this sky image from each individual data frame, then by determining the relative offsets in fractional pixels between each component of the dither pattern for the point source, and finally by applying the offsets and combining the individual frames with bad pixel masking into a mosaic. These steps were performed in the NOAO/IRAF environment.
Photometry and Calibration
We performed aperture photometry with the IRAF/PHOT task. An aperture radius of 12 pixels (15" diameter on the sky) was chosen uniformly for all objects after looking at FWHM values (2-4) pixels and nearest neighbor distances for the entire dataset. The bright A0 stars which tended to be in crowded fields due to proximity to the galactic plane, set the maximum aperture size. A growth curve of magnitude vs aperture size peaked in the range 11-14 pixels, beyond which the photometric errors increased substantially as the magnitudes decreased for a sky annulus defined from 20-25 pixels. Only for a few (1-2) stars with FWHM just slightly less than 4 pixels (2.5") were the fluxes possibly under-estimated using an aperture only ∼3 times their FWHM. The empirical aperture correction for these objects was difficult to find in many cases, but it was examined for several of the largest objects and found to be ∼0.007 mag. Due to the difficulty in determining this number and its relatively small magnitude this correction was not applied. Uncertainty in the derived instrumental magnitudes was underestimated by IRAF/PHOT. A better estimate was obtained by examining the photometry of sources in the individual unmosaicked frames where the statistical scatter was observed to be ∼0.01 mag. We therefore assumed a minimum photometric error of 0.01 mag and characterized our instrumental error as error IRAF/P HOT +0.01 mag.
The relationship between airmass and (standard -instrumental) magnitude was used to derive the zeropoints and atmospheric extinction curves for the K and H filters ( Figure 3) . Persson et al. (1998) standard stars that were observed over the airmass range 1.0-2.5, with airmass taken from the middle frame in the 9-position dither pattern, defined these relationships. The star GSPC S813-D was observed at 5-6 different airmasses each night for the explicit purpose of deriving the atmospheric extinction curve for the Y filter without having to know the standard star magnitudes at Y ( Figure 4 ). Because conditions were photometric, data from both nights were combined in order to obtain a more tightly constrained fit. We now describe the fitting procedure.
While the slopes from each of the two nights were approximately the same at Y, H, and K, the zero point for the second night was systematically higher by a few hundredth's of a magnitude at all wavelengths. In combining data from the two nights, various vertical offsets of night 2 data to night 1 data were applied and the value which minimized the χ 2 in the linear fit of the extinction curve was retained. The linear fits assumed errors in airmass given by the 1/2 width of the airmass range of the observations, and errors in the ordinate given by a quadratic sum of our photometry errors (error IRAF/P HOT +0.01 mag) plus an arbitrarily assumed 0.01 mag error in the standard star magnitudes.
We thus calibrated the K and H photometry according to:
as shown in Figure 3 . The second term in each equation contains a numerical value and error for the atmospheric extinction, κ K,H , and the third term values and errors for the zero point, ZP K,H . The extinction coefficients we derive for Palomar, κ K = 0.065 and κ H = 0.029 agree well with those from the 2MASS survey 2 at Mt. Hopkins a few hundred miles away and a few thousand feet higher, κ Ks = 0.061 and κ H = 0.031. Note that our quoted zero points are for A.M.=0, i.e. outside the atmosphere, assuming linear extrapolation of the fit derived from A.M.>1; see Figure 3 of Tokunaga, Simons, & Vacca (2002) for the (in)appropriateness of this exptrapolation in various near-infrared bandpasses.
To calibrate the Y filter we assume by definition that unreddened A0 stars have zero color. The A0 stars observed for this program are lightly reddened due to the requirement that they be faint enough to observe with P60/IRC (implying K>7.5 mag) which is essentially a minimum distance requirement given the absolute magnitude of an A0 star, and hence a minimum reddening requirement given the properties of the local interstellar medium. We therefore include an interstellar extinction term in our calibration equations. We used both the K-band and the H-band data independently to derive the zeropoint at Y, from:
and a similar equation extrapolating to the Y-band from H-band instead of K-band, with the difference between the two approaches being less than 0.015 mag and within the ∼ 1σ A0 star photometry errors. Y instr. is the instrumental magnitude, ZP Y is the zero point, κ Y is the slope of the atmospheric extinction curve, and A Y is the interstellar extinction. To find κ Y we combined the data for GSPC S813-D from both nights, shifting the night 2 data by 0.035 mag to obtain the best fit to a straight line, giving κ Y = 0.047. Figure 4 shows this slope determination. For the interstellar extinction term we use literature or Tycho B-V photometry and assume A V = 3.1 × E(B-V), A Y = 0.38 × A V (anticipating our derivation of this result below in section 5.2), and A H = 0.155 × A V , and A K = 0.090 × A V (Cohen et al., 1981) . The two A0 stars with less well-determined B-V photometry (see Table 2 ) were left out of the final analysis since they introduced larger scatter and a systematic shift in the results between the H and K derivations.
With κ Y and A Y in hand, the above equation and an analogous one for H are solved for ZP Y ; errors are calculated by summing in quadrature the errors from each term of the equations. From this solution for ZP Y we then correct the 10-12 data points for GSPC S813-D and combine these measurements with the A0 points to derive the final Y-band calibration equation:
Although the errors in the final K-band transformations are lower than those in the final H-band transformations, the zero point at Y derived from K and from H agree to well within the estimated errors, differing only by 0.015 mag. The χ 2 values for the fits are 0.8 and 0.7 for the extrapolation from K and H, respectively, a little less than unity which indicates a good assessment of errors. The difference in zero point between the two nights is 0.040 mag whereas we had shifted the data for S813-D between the two nights by 0.035 to derive the slope of atmospheric extinction, all consistent, and suggestive that only a single iteration of the procedure is needed.
The final Y, Y-H, and Y-K photometry for all objects is presented in Table 2 along with errors and ancillary information. These measurements are in the natural system of the camera, which should be that defined by the Persson et al. (1998) standards set up in part using this same camera. Magnitude uncertainties are given by:
which contains 1-σ error terms for the zero point, atmospheric extinction assuming no uncertainty in the recorded airmass, and instrumental errors, σ instrumental = (σ IRAF/P HOT +0.01 mag). Color errors are assumed to be the root-sum-square of the relevant magnitude errors which means that we are ignoring the effects of any correlated errors in our photometry. Multiple measurements of the same star were averaged, mostly occurring in the case of GSPC standards. Also given in Table 2 are optical photometry and spectral types from the literature, and 2MASS photometry from the Second Incremental Release for comparison with our H and K measurements.
Analysis

Colors
Color-color diagrams were made for different color combinations using the H and K results presented in this paper and B, V, and I photometry obtained from the literature where available. These plots were superposed on standard color-color lines (e.g. Bessell & Brett 1988 transformed to the CIT photometric system) and good agreement was seen between our H and K photometry and expected I-K and H-K colors. Moving now to the Y filter, Figure 5 shows the infrared Y-K color compared to optical B-V and V-I colors. These colors redden together with increasing spectral type to mid-M in the case of B-V and mid-L in the case of V-I, at which point the optical colors become saturated and/or turn bluer while the infrared color continues to grow redder. Note that optical colors are not available for all of the objects in Table 2 , particularly the later type, redder stars and brown dwarfs. Figures 6 and 7 . The range of spectral types extends from sdO through T5V with photometry for the T6.5V brown dwarf Gl229b shown for comparison. Gaps in the data around Y-K = 0.3 and 0.8 mag are due to the lack of F and K stars in our sample. These plots reveal a relatively tight relationship between the YHK colors as they grow redder together through spectral type ∼L6V. Beyond L6V the colors turn blueward and from L7V to at least T6.5V the colors are nearly degenerate with those of warmer L and M stars.
Plots of Y-H versus H-K, Y-K versus H-K, and Y-H versus Y-K were then investigated, as seen in
There are six objects in common between this study and that of Leggett et al. (2002) : LHS 3003 (M7V), LHS 2924 (M9V), 2MASS J1439284+192915 (L1V), DENIS-P J0205.4-1159 (L7V), 2MASS 1632291+190441 (L8V), and SDSSp 015141.69+124429.6 (T1) Our Y-band magnitudes are 0.3-0.6 mag brighter than their UFTI Z magnitudes and our colors accordingly bluer for these objects, consistent with the nature of the filter center and width differences described in our introduction.
Extinction
In order to study the effects of interstellar extinction on colors involving the Y-band filter, a moderately reddened field towards the edge of the Ophiuchus dark cloud was observed. Eleven stars were identified in all three filter images, but only 7 were bright enough in Y to produce acceptable photometry. L 134 and L 547 from Persson et al. (1998) were also included in this analysis. The locations of these 9 stars in YHK color-color diagrams did not enable us to deduce the magnitude of the reddening vector, as they lay basically along an extrapolation of the color-color line defined by the dwarf stellar/sub-stellar sequence (see Figures 6  and 7) .
In order to quantify how objects redden in Y-band relative to V-band we retrieved J, H, and K s photometry for the 7 Ophiuchus and the 2 Persson "red objects" from the 2MASS survey's Second Incremental Release. We then dereddened these 9 stars using the 2MASS J-H and H-K s colors and the Cohen et al. (1981) interstellar extinction curve until they intersected the dwarf color sequence in a J-H vs H-K s diagram over the color range corresponding to spectral types K7-M6. Fortunately these stars all appear to be reddened background stars and not young stellar objects associated with the Ophiuchus (and other, in the case of the Persson et al. "red stars") clouds, although we can not prove this. If they were indeed located within clouds they would likely have circumstellar dust/gas and hence colors that reflect substantial near-infrared excess in addition to the effects of reddening, invalidating our approach. The estimated H-K and J-H color excess due to interstellar reddening was converted to A V .
We then employed our Y-K vs H-K diagram to experiment with different values of A Y and find the value that best put the 9 reddened stars on the empirically defined color-color line. 2MASS gives only upper limits to the J magnitudes for 2 of the 9 stars, implying lower limit A V 's derived from the J-H vs H-K s diagram; these stars were given little weight in the A Y determination. The relation A Y = (0.38±0.03)×A V was found to best bring the ensemble of stars onto the color sequence defined by unreddened stars. The derived value of total extinction at Y-band relative to V-band is within the rough expectations from interpolation between adjacent atmospheric windows, given A J =0.265×A V and A I = 0.617×A V . For comparison, A z(gunn) =0.472×A V and A z(sloan) =0.453×A V have been quoted in the literature (Schlegel et al. 1998) . No information is available to the authors regarding A Z(UF T I) .
Discussion
Soon after incorporation of the H-band into standard filter sets it was shown by Bahng (1969) that the colors of GKM stars differ from blackbody expectations in the near-infrared. The excursions from monotonic reddening with advancing spectral type are largely due to the influence of H-opacity in the H-band. Deviation from blackbody colors is apparent in the now-familiar J-H vs H-K diagram in the growth of J-H relative to H-K in a manner that is "faster" than blackbody from spectral types G through K, and then in the peak and blueward turnover of J-H near spectral type K7 as H-K continues slowly to get redder. After spectral type M4, J-H again grows redder with increasing H-K through ∼L6.
In our data we see that colors involving Y also steadily redden out to Y-J ≈ 1 mag, Y-H ≈ 2.5 mag, and Y-K ≈ 3 mag at spectral type L6V. Then, Y-H and Y-K colors both turn sharply blueward in the L6-L8V temperature range with later T-type objects having colors similar to those of warmer L and M stars. Y-J colors turn only softly blueward, remaining relatively constant from L6-T4V and then overlapping dwarf stars only as warm as M8-M9 by spectral type T5V.
Cool M-and L-type objects initially become redder with advancing spectral type because of increased opacity sources at the shorter Y-band, mostly H 2 0 absorption at first, then H 2 -H 2 collision induced absorption. When CH 4 opacity begins to contribute substantially in the T dwarfs, the H and K fluxes decrease, sending the colors bluer. This bluing behavior is consistent with that exhibited in J-H vs H-K diagrams of late-type objects (e.g. Burgasser et al. 2002) where the transition between L-dwarfs and T-dwarfs takes colors from the reddest occupied by stars, all the way though the heart of the color-color diagram past every known astronomical object, to the bluest colors occupied by both hot stars and cool brown dwarfs. In the case of YHK colors, however, instead of crossing the entire color sequence the T dwarf sequence overlaps the only slightly warmer L and M dwarfs (see Figures 6 and 7) . The latest T dwarfs (>T5) appear to fall more blueward in Y-K than Y-H and hence still may be uniquely distinguishable in this color-color plane. Overall, Y-J appears to be the most robust diagnostic of late-type cool stars and brown dwarfs.
The sharp turnaround in Y-K and Y-H occurring in the T dwarfs stands in contrast to T dwarf colors at longer and shorter wavelengths. K-L' colors appear to redden out to at least L7, become flat with advancing spectral type from L7 to T1, and then redden again from T1 to at least T6 (Stephens et al., 2001; Leggett et al. 2002) . However, hampering the utility of this color dignostic is that L-band data on stellar/sub-stellar photospheres is hard to come by due to high thermal backgrounds and resulting low sensitivity. I-z colors have been studied through only the L spectral types, with Steele & Howells (2000) claiming that I-z colors redden through the M and early L range, flatten from L1-L5, and then redden again towards even later spectral types. However, I-band photometry is not readily obtainable for many of the nearby L and T objects due to source faintness (M I = 15 mag at M9 but >18 mag by L7). We thus advocate the use of Y-K, Y-H, and Y-J colors for identifying very cool objects.
The downside of the Y-K vs Y-H diagram is the effect of extinction, which drives stars nearly directly along the dwarf locus. In other color-color planes such as I-Y or Y-J vs Y-K and J-K, however, there is more leverage of extinction vs the stellar/substellar color squence.
Conclusions
We present the first exploration of the colors of normal dwarf stars (and some brown dwarfs) spanning spectral types sdO through T5V using the Y-band at 1.035 µm. The behavior of the earth's atmosphere is relatively clean in this window of near unit transparency and few emission lines, especially compared to the other near-infrared J, H, and K windows. Atmospheric extinction at Y-band is <0.05 mag per airmass. The relationship between interstellar extinction in the Y-band and that at V-band is A Y = (0.38±0.03) ×A V .
Our photometric results, including errors, appear in Table 2 . Although for most objects only one measurement was taken, photometric variability should not be an issue since our stars are mostly accepted photometric standards in either the optical or the near-infrared. The exception to this are the late type dwarfs (late M, L, and T spectral types) for which small-amplitude near-infrared variability has been reported in some objects (e.g. Bailer-Jones & Mundt, 2001 ).
The large range in color exhibited by low-mass stars and brown dwarfs makes colors involving the Yband particularly diagnostic of these extremely cool objects. The I-Y, Y-J, Y-H, and Y-K colors all grow redder with increasing spectral type through at least L6V. At later spectral types YJHK colors all saturate and turn blueward to somewhat differing degrees, due to the strong peak in the SEDs of extremely cool objects in the 1.1-1.3 µm region. This bluing is caused by H 2 O, CH 4 , and collision-induced H 2 opacity supressing first the K-band and then the H-band flux as temperatures grow cooler (e.g. Marley et al. 2002) . Infrared spectroscopy of Gl229b and Gl570d, the coolest known T dwarfs, appear to confirm these statements for most of the T spectral type range. Colors involving the Y, J, H, and M bands can uniquely identify extremely cool brown dwarfs and so-called "planetary mass objects" apart from other astronomical targets, and should form the basis for deep surveys of field and cluster samples in the future. Figure 1 ) superposed on the near-infrared spectra of LHS 386 (M1V; top), 2MASS 0746 (L0.5V; middle), and SDSS 1254 (T2V; bottom) from Leggett et al. (2000ab) and Geballe et al (2002) . Top/middle/bottom refers to flux in the H 2 O bands in between the filters; the spectra are arbitrarily normalized at 2.1 µm. Contributors to spectral absorption features are identified. The near-infrared Y-band is located near the peak flux of stars ∼3000 K in temperature (∼M4.5-M5V in spectral type). The peak flux shifts into and remains in the J-band at coolor temperatures down to 500 K (Burrows et al., 2001) suggesting that Y-J colors may continue to increase relative to Vega's zero color even though Y-H and Y-K (in addition to J-H and H-K) colors turn blueward for T dwarfs. Matthews et al. (1996) taken through similar filters in the P200/D-78 camera. Dwarf colors steadily redden from the earliest type stars through at least spectral type L6 stars and brown dwarfs, though become increasingly bluer from L7 through at least T5. The spectral type labels correspond to Y-K colors; filled symbols indicate increasing color with advancing spectral type (labelled on the left of the sequence) and open symbols indicate decreasing color with advancing spectral type (labelled to the right of the squence). All objects with Y-H and Y-K colors > 3.5 mag are substantially reddened; the derived magnitude and slope of the interstellar reddening vector are indicated by the arrow. 
